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SUMMA

Recognizing the importance of c puter-administered instruction in meting the
Army's training needs, liuniRRO cond cted.a system design study in 1971 and 1972 that
led to the developme441 of an inter ctive graphics system called CHARGE,An designing
the CHARGE terminal, two prob 'ms had to be solvedhow to code and buffer a

high-resolution colored image, an how to decode and display the image or a CRT, both.
at a .reasonable cost The rep rt describes the terminal's image encoding hardware
architecture from a theoretical nd detailed logic point of view.

Designed initially for u in instructional systems, the CHARGE terminal can
provide considerable anti versatile graphics clIsplay for many applications (including
equipment design. trouble-shooting. etc.). While being cost competitive, the CHARGE
terminal _system can achieve color, gray level, 3 -D perspectives, and rapid updating.
Ps.rspectir views can -be simply, rapidly, and economically generated from a (3-D)
4:yz-coordiriate, dynamically ganging. "real world- description. .
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. PREFACE

L....N.j.
ThiS report describes the results of the development by the Human Resources

Re archrch Organization.(HumRRO) of the CHARGE Interactive Graphics System terminal.

The terminalV image encoding and terminal architecture are described from a theoretical

and detailed logic point of view.

The work was begun, at HuniRRO Division No. 1 (Systems Operatiops), Alexandria,
\ .

Virginia, under Project -IMPACT in 1971 and has continued under Work Unit CATALIST.

Dr. J. Daniel Lyons is Director of the DiviSion (now the HumRRO Eastern Division), and

Dr. Robert JNeidel is Program Director, Instructional Technology Group.

Members of the CHARGE System, R & D Team were Dr. Ronald J.,, Swallow,
. / , Ay,

Principal Investigator, Mr. Roger L. Gunwaldsen, and Mr. William G. U/derhill.

The work der?ibed in this report was conducted for the Department,of the Army
; -1 )

under Contract 19-73-C-0004. Computer-administered instruction research is conducted

under Army Project 2Q163101A734.
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i'.. President
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INTitObLiCTION

BACKGROUND

The combination otMrlinking financial resources and a omaller, volunteer Army

increases the demands..made on service Personnel, increases the importance of each

individual soldier, and poses even more difficult problems in training. The need for more

effective and efficient training is increasing. The training must deal with widespread

student differences, provide an increasing number of complex skills, and require fewer

skilled instructors.

When it is developed properly,' computer-administered' instruction (CAI) is one df

_____ the most promising approaches .available to meet these new training demands. In recog-

nition bf these deman s, t e Army Research . S ice established Project IMPACT in

FY 1968 as air advanced development effort to pidvide one means to achieve these goals.

A complementary effort to study feasibility of CAI in an. operational eriviionment Was

established at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. The Army's six years f" accumulated

experience in CAI research and development have resulted in a ready AZ1Vanced develop-

ment resource for the Army's needs. -I

HumRRO's recent capital investment in a Mini-computer CAI configuration has

added new dimensions to the instructional facilities. The Project IMPACT staff has

provided guidance including simulations leading, to design of the Army's prototype.

Computerized Training System (CTS). Work is continuing under Work Unit CATALIST.

The overall system research and development effort"sy of which the CTS simulation

are one output, have been intended. to develop a new-generation,/ dynamic-graphics,

cost-competitive CAI system. The current HumRRO-designed architecture represents a

truly state-of-the-art system.

HumRRO's system design study conducted during 1971 acid 1972 led to a

hardware/software design Which in the area of terminal systems exceeded expectations.

While being cost-competitiye,,it achieves not only color, gray level,i3-D perspective;and

rapid updating, but perspective views can.be si ply, rapidly, and e0onomically generated

from a (3-D) xyz-coordinate, dynamically chang gy "real world" description.

The capability is provided in 'a video `dis lay terminal called CHARGE.. Designed

initially for use in instructional systems, the CHARGE terminal can provide considerable

7
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and versatile graphics display for many applications (including ',equipment clIsign,

trouble-shooting, etc.) . -

. e
The HumRRO desigh study indicated that, with respect to leading existing CAI

--. .
system designs (e.g., PLATO and TICCIT), an imprOvement of foUr to 10 in instructions

executed/user/second, and an improvement ox the order of a factor of six in lessOn size

arid swap size, were feasible. These' advances are possible in , the CHARGE Inteactive

Graphics System at no increase in user cost over PLATO or TICCIT and with no

significant reductions in any other system parameters. Also, the proposed design is

economical for a system with as few as 100 terminals; yet modular for expansion beyong

1000 terminals without duplicationof text storage:retrieval subs ystems. All text material

is centralized, with little or 'no need for films or visual materials at the terminals.

Essential elements in achieving this advanced' ecign are summarized as follows:

(1) Terminal architectures that incorporate new solid-state devices, that is,

CHARGE (Color Halftone Area Graphic Environment). terminal.

(2) Special - purpose hardware to take. over well-defined and stable software

functions (i.et, image generator for graphics transformOions from 3-D to 2-D).

(3) Elimination of Input /Output bottlenecks within the central computer
Nsystem .py using high -sped drum swap and building a few special interfaces where

necessarji.

(4) The latest computer Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Random Access

Memo (RAM) components for mini- and midi-computers where more production

ectiveness can be realized.

e power of the special-purpose hardware produces cost-performance gains that are

of magnitude above what is possible through the use of a general-purpose

omp ter and software. Once the special-purpose hardware has been incorporated into a

oste , it i a simple matter ,to reconfigure the design to lower performances, thereby
I

achi
lying significant reduction in cost over existing CAI designs; this can be done only

great difficulty using the reverse approach, that is, by first designing.the simpler one

and later modularizing upward. Thus, the entire range of users' needs, Which vary from

ofi end of the spectrum to the other, can be met economically by the new design

thr)ugh reconfigurations of its more efficient components.

The resolution, response time, and color sensitivity of the human eye form the

boundary of display terminal performance. Off-the-shelf terminals have fallen short not

only of this boundary, but also of the performance of known technology. The CHARGE

.8
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Interactive t Graphics System closes the gap between 'feasibility and availability. Its

terminals approach the design limit, but d without accompanying hikh costs.

The CHARGE display terminal system also includes an image generator to support/
its terminals. Because of this special-purpose' hardware, each CRT can act as a "window
into a time-varying world," a world defined physically in x, y, z, and t rather than as a
canned sequence of two-dimension perspectives, a world whose perspectives contain vivid,

colored surfaces rather than lines alone.

Thus, not only is the human eye's perception capability matched, but so is the
human mind with its capability to model and manipulate real or abstract worlds in real
ttrne,

The purpose of this report is to escribe the terminal' portion of the CHARGE
l.

Interactive Graphics System. The CHARGE image generatOr and.the CHARGE_software

support are described in other documents. C, -
,..)

SIMULATION OF 3 WORLDS

The termal in the CHARGE Interactive Graphics Syste acts as a.,windo into a

3 -1 world, a world that is stored in the computer as it is i.e., as it is defined of how
it looks from a perspective. This world can be yodel closely to thdt of a -a.world, or
as a symbolic or abstract world. The objects of the world can have dYn parametts2_,
such as velocity and acceleration. Objects can be programmed to obe phys,jcal laws that

include collision dynamics, where an object bounces according t the conservation of
momentum and energy.

The objects of a world as observed at a terminal can ac ally simulate, or represent
other users of t e system. Thus, many users of terminals ca observe the same subworld,

/simultaneously,

each see ing the other as if he were
. ,

-instance, war games. It also makes possible driver tr

himself in a real-world situation with others involv/

ally there. This permits, for
ning in which each driver finds

producing the dangers and the
problems associated with learning to drive. it can a' as a Pilot trainer where other lanes

controlled by other terminals are within the e world and act as realistic obstacles
d

within the learning environment.

Via a "joy stick" or keyboaid, the use may inquire within a subworldes2 he were
there He can alter the position of objec by commands to the keyboard or joy stick; he

can alter his own position and orienta on withjn the world, which incitides velocity and

9
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medic student may then' dissect, as he so desires, by making invisible those portions

necessary in order to view (he components he Wishes to look at. The dynamic's of blood

acceleration. A designer can construct or take apart an object, and jeer front any point

within the object. In general, the designer has all the degrees of freedom conceivable-, but

prior to the requirement for expensive and relatively ukwieldy mock -up, stage, of model

construction. With one key press, a user can have an object added to his visible world. A

new perspective can be calculated and transmitted back to his display within .15 second.,

__ For example, a truck can be specified down' to its last bolt, defining a subwOrld in

which a student can roam. Within this subworld,. via support of the imagernera

hardware and via joy stick that controls his position within the environpt ft can open

a door, remove a wheel, or operate truck since dynaxaie

movement and acceleration can be contitolled. Pressing,

=eters such as
accelerator can be made to

increase therk.Lsate of rotation of such componentS'Of the engine as the crankshaft,
differential, and wheels. Each of these subcomsponents of the image can be made visible,

while the remaining .componen frame, seats, etc.) can be made invisible. The user

(designer, troubleshooter,,student, etc.) can zoo t a clear view of what other part

fieso-de -es, amplified to as great detail as available in tha 's definition.

Similarly, the anatomy of a human being can be described down to the last organ. A

, flow can. be impjeme as well as the heartbeat and the lung expansion and
compression. All of th. will be in vivid color, with curved surfaces appearing smooth, not

'as sinall facets as o a diamond.

AUTI-IORIN

F m an author point of view, worlds are defined in many different ways and at

4

var levels of complexity. For instance, objects already defined by other authors are

retrievaile by ea g b naive. The author who needs a car can call it by, that
name, position it where he wishes, re-co 't so desires, tand add it to a subworld

create the situation desired for a learning situation. If a object does not exist, an thor,
con rely upon software support close to that needed by an chitect to crea e object.

Here the__autior is working at a lciwer level having to ei her mold a abject into the
desired shape, fonMtby ruleaw4le it out of basi objects or construct it by

. _

specifying points on the surface of the ibject]
.

/
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Each world, or subworld, defined by an author can be given a name and retrieved

later by input of the name only. A subworld itself, called for.brname, can be treated as

an object and used to cre4te a larger world. The language will provide for commands

(such as "Put the lamp on table," "Move the table into the corneT."). The author

language is being designed to be expandable to include new commands as authors so

require. This is accomplished by codipg author commands in a language of a higher level

,than machine language.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW .
. .

.

)The CHARGE system has three major components: a host central computing system,
.

an image generator, and a set of user display terminals. These three components are

coqigured as in Figure 1.

e.

Host

entral

Computing
System

CHARGE

Image

Generator

CHARGE CHARGE CHARGE
Terminal Terminal TerMinal

No,. 1 No. 2 No. N

Figure 1 - The CHARGE System'

The lost central -Computing system interacts with each user-as he creates his
3-dimensional (3D) "world," a description of a 3-dimensional region of space. The host does

this )))y maintaining arid manipulating two separate files that serve as ,the data base for the

CHARGE system: e

The first, file is-The "atom" file, a low-level data base that defines a library of

standard 3dimensional shapes or building blocks 4such as a unit cube, unit sphere, and so

1f ,s
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forth...These, atoms are generally not modified by the usar; in fact,.,,,the userdoes not evenr .'. -

have to know What data are used to represent an atex. he merely ha. to know each atom's

standard.orientation in space.

The second file is the ' object" file, a thr e-structided file by which the user

can create and name complex objects by defining Ier in terms of previously defined , -

obj,ects and atoms. The user. does this by use of symolic c'orrrmanda such as: "Create,

Object A by adding Objects B and Cy(Then creaf,e4Object-D by adding Objects A, B, and-A,

this time moved up 3 meters y in the xyz space." The linkages between levels ofObje6t

definition are "transformations" (such as, "move YmeterSin The lowest level S
..,* -

`definition in anyobject is always a transformed atom. The object file struCtureThr Object D
, .

in the above example is given in Figtme,,2,,

Object D

4

'Object C

Atoms in C

1'

Objects m C

1
Atoms in Objects Atoms in Objects

in C in B
g'

Figure 2 Object File Structure

It should be noted that the data structures in the hbst central computing-systan do not

represent the graphic view of the world. rathei, they represent a data base from which an
. ,

AtomsB
\-
\

1I 3

1
infinite number of graphical perspectives can ,be made merely by the command, "Put.rtie at

(x,y,z) in this world and shov,me what I see." In fact",`the host, can put several users into the

same world and generate views for each usin the same data base, In this atpect, the host

14
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a
system is far more efficient in its file storage than it would be if it had to store. "canned"
(i.e., pre-computed) perspectives: Furthermore, the CHARGE system has the capability of
generating a dynamical representation of this 3D worl'd by giving the transformations and/or

qbserver time varying parameters. The colt/and performance of the host is shared-bythe.
N users.

The process of generating the perspective begins -at the time the user gives the
"show" command to' the .host. The host then Initiates this process by first "compiling"

s'opc

the user's world. The compilation, process accomplishes two tasks:.
'(1) Each atom that is symbolically referred to in the object file has its atom

data retrieved from the atom file.

(2) Each transformation string linking an atom to the world is replaced with an

equivalent composite transformation.

These two sets of data now define the user's symbolic world. There is one
composite tsansforfiation. for each occurrence of an atom in the user's symbolic
description. The amount of actual atom data is, elated to the number of efferet4S/Stoms

symbolically referred to by the user. For example,.if the user's symbolic object file had
,50 atoms, each one a Cube, the compiler would produce 50 composite transformations

but the only atom data that would be retAved is that of the atom Cube. These data
along with the user's viewing orientation in his 3D world are then sent to the CHARGE

image generator for perspective computation thereby freeing the host for another user.

The top half of Figure 3 depicts each user's flow through the host computing
system as he creates and views a 3D world. A typical user will spend most of his time in

a "think" mode causing the host to loop through all of the "No" branches each time the

user is polled. The top three boxes are .entered infrequently compared to think time.

When they are entered, they are typical interactive user requests requiring very small
amounts of the host's resources.

The greatest load to the host computer is that of compiling a user's world, but this
too is a low-frequency event. Furthermore, the demands, on the host are still quite small>.

A world "with 100 atoms, each 'with an average linkage depth of 4 levels would require
approximately 100 x 4 x 2.7 1.1 x 104 multiplications to produce the 100-composite-
transfornkationi. If the ost has ~a multiplication time of 31.isecimultiplication, this would
be 33 cosec. of com tation, a fraction of the real time required to retrieve the user's
atom and object filet from disk storage. The computational load of computing the user's
hinge is off-loaded onto the CHARGE image generator:

A

,13
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Host
Central
Processing

System

H _______
CHARGE
Image

Generator

Modify
Atoll) File

Yes

Modify
Object File

Modify an
Object in

'Object File

Yes

"Show"

Yes

Modify
Viewing

Parameters

Protect an Atom
Into Perspective

Domain

Mort
Perspective

Domain Data

Yes
Projected

,All Atoms in
User's World A

Find Visible
Surfaces on

0

TV Scanline

Update CHARGE
, Terminal
Encoded Image

Yes Send Elicoded
Image4to User's

CHARGE Terminal

Figure 3 CHARGE System Functional Flowchart
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The CHARGE image generator is a Processor located between the hoar 'central
4.4y.

computing system and, the N user terminals: Its function is to Iranslate,each user's

world/viewer data into a high-resolution encoded ima4, ghat can bit buffered-locally at,
low cost at the tiger's terminal. Like the host, the,image geneiator% cost and resources

are shared by the system's N users. At.the present time, the imago,41

generator function is

being emulated in software, thereby allowing for experimentation in new algorithms

before a hardware design is finalized.

The CHARGE image generator is really a two-stage processor. The compiled world

data from the host enters the projection processor which projects each atom into a
.

"perspective_ domain" and limits the resulting perspective domain data to thc,ge atom

surfaces that would be visible ,to the Liser on his monitor if no other atom surfaces were

present. The exact form of this perspective domain atom data is chosen to maximize the

rate at which the second stage 'processor, the visible surface. processor, is able to
determine which surface is actually visible at each (x,'Sr) coordinate on the-user's monitor.

. .

The visible surface processor also encodes imager ahighly
-;

data-compressed format that can be efficiently transmitted to and 'economically buffered

thg...user's-CHARGE terminal.

CWce, the encoded image has been transmitted to the user, the image generator is

free to- service another user. The two stages of the,image generator are independent and if

a second buffer for y-sorted perspective domain atom data is added, the projection
prbcegsor can fill one y-sorted buffer with one user's data while the visible surface

processor empties the other y-sorted buffer containing a second user's data.

Figure 4 demonstrates the operations of the image generator on an extremely simple

cage, The user has symbolically created a world consisting of just two atoms: a cube and

a triangular plane. The host sends to the image -generator the following dka:

(L) The user's orientation

(2) Atom data for the standard'cube

(3) A transformation orienting the standard Cube al the 3D world

(4) Atom data for the standard triangular plane

(5) ,A transformation orienting the standard triangular plane it the 3D world.

The projectiot processor first projects the two atoms onto the user's "Viewing

corresponding to the user's monitor. Back surfaces are

surfaces had projected outside of the viewing window

been clipped away. The resulting perspective doinain data

and- edges is show n in Figure 5. Note that no "front surface"
D'

window," ttile, rectangular area

"clipped away:" If any atom

rectangle, they too would have

consisting of surfaces

17
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4
User's' Eye

..-

User's 3Dimensional World

User's Viewing Window -

Figure 4 User in His 3-Dimensional World

Figur,e 5 Projected and Clipped Atoms

4

ecisions have yet been made between the surface of the cube and the surface of the

triangular plane.

The visible sus. oc\e processor resolves conflicts between these overlapping surfaces

and encodes the image .into the edge form of Figure 6. Note that as Conflicts between

overlapping surfaces are- resolved, intersection edges are automatically created.

Figure 6 also demonstrates the efficient data format at the CHARGE terminal. Each

"visible edge" in Figure 6 defines a color and, a brightness to its right side; the edges

themselves are ordered in x such that for any scanline (y position) all of the edges to the

right of Edge i have edge labels greater than i. Edge 1 is a special "marker" edge that flags

to the CHARGE terminal decoder unit that there are data present:The image of Figure 6

contains 20 edges requiring that 20.76 = 1520 bits be buffered at the CHARGE terminal
r----. :

18
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Figure 6 Encoded Edge Image

^d

to produce a sharp, colored video image on a monitor with resolutions 1600 units

horizontally by 1200 scanlinei vertically (4.3 aspect ratio). If the same image were to be

buffered as a video image with 9 bits of brightness and 12 bits of colored information far

each point, 20.7 x`107 bits would need to bebuffered. ,
The CHARGE image generator and terminal also have the ability to "smooth-shade"

curved surfaces; that is, curved surfaces are approximated by -planar facets and the
resulting edges have bits set instructing the CHARGE terminal decoder unit to linearly

interpolate the brightness between successive edges, thereby giving them the appearance

of a cohtinuous,4smooth, "round" surface with no edges within it. Thus, round surfaces

such as spheres and cylinders appear round on the terminal.
o
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APPROACH

in designing the CHARGE terminal, two problems had to be solvedhow to code and

buffer a high-resolution 'colored image, and how to decode and display the image on a

CRT, both at a reasonable cost.

The solution to the buffer problem is similar tb that used in stroke terminals for

line graphic imagesencode the image, rather than buffer the video. The solution differs,

however, in that there is no practical limit in the number of,'"picture elements," called
/

edges results, as in the case for a stroke terminal where large numbers of lines cause an

objectional flicker. The edge encoding technique permits the display of a 4 107-bit image

at the cost of a 4 105ibit bu4era key to a low"-Cost terminal.

The solution to the refreshing (decoding) problem required innovative memory

architecture and data organizatiop, as well as innovative decoding hardware, in order to

generate video for output on a color monitor without significant constraints in image

complexity and resolution.v

The, following sections describe rininal's encoding and architecture from a

theoretical and detailed logic point of;trww.

IMAGE ENCODING

`EDGE ELEMENTS

An image is encoded by a set of edges. An edge is an imaginary line to the right of

which is disRlayed a color up to the next edge (see Figure 7). In addition to defining the

color on its right, an edge defines the brightness along the edge and when paired with the

edges on its right defines the brightness in the constant color region between edges.

Both color and brightness parameters ate log functions in order to minimize bits

required for their storage and in ordertVatbrightliess and color information can be
combined additively rather than multiplicatively. In order to simplify the discussion, the

terms brightness and color shall refer to log functions, an explicit reference to linear

functions being made when needed.
Is
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Edge
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4

Color 3
Edge 3

Edges

Figure 7 Edge Elements

r r

In Figure B
/

, where x is positive and increasing toward the right

increasing downward, an edge is defined by the 76-bit n-tuple <

where:

./r

1

z.

(a) X = xtr'In 11-bit x-coordinate of the'edge's top;

(b) Y = yt, an 11-bit y-coordinate of the edge's top;

(c) H : yb- yt, an 11-bit height, where yo is, an 11-bit y-c
bottom; 1

(d) S = (xb xt). 2-M+111 (yb_yt), a 13-1irit signed iii

canlme

nd y is positive and

,Y,H,S,B,C,G,F,E >

ordinate of the edge's

ger (12-bit integer plus'.,

1-bit sign) representing the slope where' xb is an 1 -bit x-coordinate of the

edge's bottom and where M isthe , number of onsecutive leading zeros

from the left irkthe 11-bit H up to a limit of 10 ,-ros;
- ..

.1(e) B =.bt, where bt is the 7-bit brightness (log) at th top of the edge;

(f) C =,c, cote to the right made up of a 4-bit r , a 4-bit blue, and a 4-bit
green Component (each log-functions);

(g) G -. (b..bt) 2-!44-11/ (-yb_ yt), a 9-bit sig

gradient of brightness defined downward alo

7-bit brightness (log) at the bottom of the edg

19
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(0,0)

(h) F, a 1-bit flag which,.if zero, implies that the brightness to the right is to

vary linearly (in the log domain) toward the value at the next edge;

(i) E, a 1-bit flag marking the beginning of a set of edges in, memory.

x

(xb,ybbb------- - - --

(0,0) x F,G,X,Y

Edge
- .

Parameters

Figure 8 Definition of an Edge>daudits Parameters

Portions of the 76 edge words in the terminal are coded in different ways. For

instance, Y and H are held 4i. cOrnplement/f6rm (Y and FI). S is held as a magnitude plus

sign and where, if S is negative, X must be held in complement .form. Similarly, G is held
N

as a magnitude plus sign with B held in .complement form if G is negative. For example,

a negative S, positive G edge ctually is held as the following n-tuple:

/ <X,Y,H-,ISI & sign, B,G,F,E,C>
z

. The conditional complement is required in'" order to minimize the hardware imple-
. z

mentation costs, and has no other effect on the user or system performance. However, in

order ,to keep the discussion simple, the actual form in which data are herd w ill

be ignored.

POLYGON SURFACE ENCODING

41.

A polygon of arbitrary shape and color can be rep ented by edges. In Figure 9, a

perspective of a cube is represented, by 10 edges (one edge is used to define the

background).
20 A
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Because the brightness may vary linearly along edges bounding the polygon and

linearly in x-between edges, a polygon can represent a portion of, a curved surface, as
shown in Figure 10.

By means of these polygons, both flat and curved surfaces can be represented in any

illumination environment, limited only by the edge buffer size and the number of bits
used "to dyfine an edge.

FLAT SHADED SURFACES

Fora planar surface d point light sources at infinity, the edges bounding the left.

side of a polygon requ' e F to be 1 and G to be 0. The result is a pplygon of arbitrary

but constant bright ess and color, as seen in Figure 9. The F, B," and G of\ the edges

bounding the t side of this type okpolygon do not influence the brightness within
the polygon.

21
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Figure 10 . Rerspedtixe of Curved Surface

MEIN.

A planar surfaceof an object hag a constant brightness only for light sources at

infinity Planar surfaces that are illuminated by neighboring light sources require a varying

shading and thus fall into'the category 64 curtred.shaded surfaces.

A
CURVED SHAI?ED SURFACE ENCODING

For cilanar,'surfpces illuminated by neighboring light sources and for curved surfaces,

the brightnq s throughouta polygon trust vary. The brightness within the polygon is a

22
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4

piecewise linear function of that at the corners of the polygon 'because of the way

brightness is defined alorfg and betWeen edges. In particular, l e brightness along an edge

at scanline y is defined by:

b(y) = (y Y) . G . 2 11 + (Equation 1)
11P

(Equation g)

which reduces to
b(y) = (37- y) (bb bt) (yb _ y5)

which is ithe linear interpolated brightness along- the edge. ,

If on the same scanline the brightness of two adjacent edges are bi(y) and ),

then the brightness at x between the two adjacent' edges bounding a curved shaderd
10;

surface is defined by . . .41

b(1,y)= (x xi) (b2(y) bi(y)) / (x2 xi) bi(y) (E uatio403).

where x1 and x2 are the x intercepts of the two edges and where. the fo of the

equation is that of a linear interpolation, as shown in Figure 11.
6'.r:, ''.

. .

C/

Figure 11 Curved Stiaded Interpolation

,'
The edges on theleft, of curved shaded dpolygons have their F set to 0 (see Figure 10).

The edged on the right of these polygons must, of cot* Ghave the appropriate Gs and. Bs.

However, their Fs depend upon the nature of the surface to the right. If a discontinuity

in lirightness is required to the right.of 1,i curved shaded surface, the edges on the right of

23
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the shaded polygon must' be followed by another set of parallel edges which redefine the

brightness and color farther to the right (see Figure 10).
4

ENCODING COMPATIBILITY TO IMAGE GENERATION

Aside from ,the obvious cost advantage afforded by the data compreision of edge

encoding, there is a second advantage related to image generation.

The generation of 2-D perspectives out of ,3"-D objects requires planar approxi-

mations to curved surfaces in order that low-cost, high-speed, visible surface calculation's

can 13e achieved. The perspectives of these planar surfaces are polygons that are con-
.

vemently represented by edges.. Also., the brightness of the 3-D objects is generated only

for the rners of the facets represeinting curved 3-D surfaces where linear interpolatius

in the perspective domain are assumed for all other portions of the surfaces. This

interpolation is identical to that used at the terminal, permitting a perfect match between

'image generation and terminal deboding:

VIDEO TO EDGE ENCODING

In theory, it is possible to %epresent any video imagt to any accuracy by edge

encoding. However, at the present time, no algorithms have been developed.

Because of the lower data compression often iffoided by storage of one or more

2-D perspectives in edge format than ,affated by the storagd of 3-D objects (with

predefined descriptions) and because of the inquiry flexibility afforded by generation of -

'2-D perspectives from the 3-D description, the need for video-to-edge algorithms

is infrequent.

TERMINAL ARCHITECTURE

The terminal has four major componentsmain memory, memory decoder, display

monitor, and communication controller (see Figure 1Z).

The memory buffers the edges, and for ea

those that are valid (i.e., cross the scanline):

, scanline utputs to the decoder only
.1

The decoder for each valid edge derives the x and b intercepts, forms segment data

(portions of a scanline betiveen edges), and after temPorarily buffering that data for one

scanline, generates the threecolor components for output to the display monitor.

The display monitor differs from a commercial color TV receiver in that- the

bandwidth of the video amplifiers is increased by a factor of 5, and anti-log amplifiers are

A
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Figure 12 Terminal Block Diagram

added ahead of the video amplifiers. Vertical "resolution" is increased to 1200 by.rneans

of a 5:1 interlace which does not,,alt?r the horizontal and vertical scan frequencies from

that of commercial TV.

The communication controller interfac-eg one or more memories to a coax link and

supplies basic timing and control signals for One or more terminals.

Each of the major components is describe& in .detail baledr.

4
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'

MAIN MEMORY

°

' In ord6.4.for the memory to deliver. to the decoder the edges crossing a scanline, a

large block of edges must be able to be scanned duNg the scanline period of about

64-Microseconds. In order not to have to scan all of Memory during the scanline period,

the memory is organized into two sections, one that is scanned (reAI)' once for each

scanline period and one-that is scanned once for each vertical trace period (every 4/60

second), as illustrated in Figure 13.

MOS dynamic shift registers are employed, not only because (ff their low co'stsbut

also because of their high speed.

As shown in Figure 13r; memory is organiz.0 into N banks, each bank organized into

the two sections referred to above. A unibus_ output strtfcture is employed from main

memory to the decoder for convenient memory expansion and simple interfacing.

Similarly, an input bus is employed to all .N banks of memory. In addition to the N

banks, a memory /decoder control unit:, as required.

Figure 14 is a block diagram of a bank of memory. The section.of memory that is

scanned (cycled) in each scanline period consists of 76 256-bit shift registers, and. two

16 -bit Transistor-TransistAr Logic (TTL) registers. These shift registers and TTL registers'

form a 258 cyclic edgeitnemory. The larger section'" of memory, which is scanned once

every vertical trace period, consists of 76 1024-bit dynamic shift registers. It can be func-

tionally inserted into the 258-bit memory loop, forming a 1282 cyclic edge memory during

O

certain scanline periods.

, In addition to the two sections of memo ar-, -y
e (a) a scanline cross-detection_

, - ,
circuit with a control circuit and a delayed` Out. lit register, and (b) a bus' interface.

Because the larger section of memory, .blocks 'of edges can b moved in and out of the

smaller section of memory during 'certain scanline periods without altering the order of

the edges.

The'258 edge memory is cycled each scanline..This 258-edgvhemory loop is always

clocked (cycled) completely around between the inseitions the larger _section of

memory, to keep the data in the ame ordeY.

Because the N banks of memory are clocked together during image decoding, blocks
1,4

of up to N . 256 edges can be moved into the smaller sections of memory 'during a

scanline period. r. .

A portion of the edge data passing thrclugh the Output register of a bank Le fed into

the scanline cross detection circuit, which compares the y of the scanline with both Y

2 e).
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and Y + H of the edge: Results of this comparison are loaded into the "delayed output
register" of the scanline cross circuit exactly one memory cluck time later when new
edge data enter the output register. The contents of the Jeld.t..(1 output register' at this
time are Ay(= y Y), M (the number of consecutive left most Os in H up to 10 zeros), F,
K, and I. I is a 1 -bit flag which, if set, means that the edge is crossing the decoded
scanline, as shown in Figure 14. K' is a 1 -bit flag which, if set, means this is the last

scanline that this edge will cross.

In Order that the AY, M, F, K, and I data for an edge be'available in the delayed
output register at the same timetWS, X, B, G, and C data for that same edge are in the

output, register, a word of memory c n ins portions of data for two edges, the

Hi+1, and Ei.1.1 data for an edge i+1, anQ the Si, Xi, Bi, Gi, and ci data for the preceding

edge i. This eliminates the need for a delayed output register which must hold the data
for an entire edge. This staggering of edge data is described in,more detail in the next
section of the wort. E.0.1, rather than being buffered in therdelayed output register,N
gRes directly to the memory/terminal control unit where it is buffered. yi is, buffered
along'-with AY, and Mi in the delayed outpucregister because on spare register bit is
available th-e-fewittr-art interface tb the bus.,(11-bit Ay and 4-bit M leases 1-bit when
4-bit register chips are used.)

The delayed Output register has tri-state outputs for the direct interfacing of F, AY,

and M to the memory output bus. The remaining portion of the edge data residing in the
output ' register is, interfaced to this same bus through tri-state logic bus inter-
face hardware.

The edge data are enabled onto the bu'S under the, control of the I flags of theoN
banks. Because 'more than one edge may be 1,

valid among the N'edges of N banks, the
. -banks are each given a different prionty corresponding to the x Ordering of the edges in

the memory to be described in a later section. Thus, if more than one edge is valid, one

by one they will be enabled onto the memory output bus in the proper x ordered
,sequence.

The control circuit in each memory bank receives the I flags from the banks on its
left. When a,me4ory bank's I is 1, and those of the banks to its left are 0, it places its
data on the bus and resets its I flag, thereby permitting the other banks to gain control
of the memory bun turn (see Figure 14).

. In addition to the control circuit in each bank, the memory banks are under control

of a 'memory/decoder control 'unit that clocks and controls the components of the N

29
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banks and the decoder. This control unit receives I and J flags from each bank, and if

none of the N edges that are clocked into the output registers are valid (all Is = 0), flags

the bus data as invalid. A J flag equal to Q means that I = 1 and that there is an I to the

left that is 1. Although this information can be rederived from the Is by the

memory/decoder controller, it happens to be already available in the bank controllers. A,

J = 0 means that.there is yet another valid edge to be enabled on the bus and, thus, that

memory most not yet be clocked.

The E and K bits from the left bank are used by memory control to locate the first,

and thus the last, edges within subsets of edges. Before describing further the operation

Olathe memory, the organization of the data within memory must be described.

Data Organization

Edge Blocking. The data in the two sections of main memory must be blocked in y

and ordered in x.so that Up to 256 valid edges maybe detected and fed in x order to the

decoder every scanline p,priod.

The original set of edges cannot be partitioned into disjointed groups, where

each group can be used alone to decode a range of y of the image and where all portidns

of the image are represented by the groups. The process of blocking the edgesttranSforms

this original set of edges into a larger set containing duplicates of some of the original

edges where the edges of the larger set can be partitioned into the required type of

disjoint groups. This partitioning or blocking of edges (a) puts the edge data in a form

where only one portion' (block) needs to be dkoded at a time and (b) orders the blocks

so that blocks of edges can be exchanged between the large and small sections of
o

memory in such a way that the smaller section of memory always holds the block of

edges that was used to decode the previous scanline and that may be needed to decode

the next scanline.

The edges within a block. may extend above or below the range 'of y over

which the block isused for decoding.

'Each block of edges must include at the beginning a marker edge and at its end

a.smali number of null edges. The marker edge is defined to cross those scanlines over

which a block is defined as valid. When this edge is detected during a scanline decode'

period as crossing a decoded scanline, it signals that the following edges are valid for

decoding, If th6 marker Od e is detected as valid for the last time, (Ki = Ei =1), the

memory controller sets a fl flop, so that a new block of edges will be used during the

next scanline decode period.
30
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Null edges are used to occupy unused memory loc4tions. A null edge is defined

as one whose Y is impossible (i.e., 1313 < Y < 211).

Blocks are formed out of the original set of edges as follows.; First, the edges

are y ordered from top to bottom of the screen using their Ys, blocks.are formed from

the top of this list and from those edges used to fill the preceding block, which extends

below the range in y over which that block is valid for.decoding.

Starting with block 1, whose range begins at y. = Y1 =1, edges are, moved into

this block from the y ordered list where all edges stag on the same scanlirre must be

moved together as a group until the number moved into the block exceeds the function f

where:
.

f = (257 -9 (Y2 Y1) / 80 1)N 1 (Equation 4)

where Y2 is the Y of the last group of edges moved. This last group of edges that
overflowed the block Is put back in the y ordered list and -a marker edge is added with

Y = Y1 and H = Y2 Y1 1. Then null edges are added to fill the block than integer

multiple of N. All edges in this block that extend to or beyond Y2 are copied into

block 2.

Block 2, now containing those edges copied in from' block 1, is then filled from

the y ordered list until a group of edges causes it to overflow. Just as in block 1, the last

group is put back in the y ordered list, a marker edge and nulls are added, edges

extending too .far. are copied out, and so forth, until memory is filled. Figure 15 illustrates--

an image broken into two blocks where five edges are common- to the blocks..It will be

shown later that a minimum of_six lalda-ks are necessary to fill up memory.

Out of the original set pf edges sufficient to define the image, up to four.times

256 edges may be duplicated in blocks 2 through 5, where four smaller sections, of

memory fit into the larger section of memory, and where 256 is the maximum number.'

of edges allowed to cross a given scanline.

Thus, blocking edge data forces the terminal to have a slightly larger buffer

than the' theoretical minimum. Were memory not organized into two Sections but rather

into only the smaller section andwere N made five times larger, memory would consist

of only one block, eliminating the need to duplicate some of the edges. The trade-off

between the greater overhead costs per bit of a large N uniblock memory and the greater

eost of more bits of a small N multiblocked memory tavors the blocked memory. This is

because about half as many chips are required, because Memory Will be extendable by

the user of longer shift registers as they become available without significant chip count

32
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increases, and because the output s es of the image gene

chunks of edges.'

Block Organization and x Ordering

After memor' is loaded, it appears as Figure 16. The bottom layer of memory is

the set of N input registers, the next 256 1 ers Hare in the N small sections of shift

for can w with smaller

register Memory, the next layer is the set of N \output registers, and the remaihing 1024

layers are in the N largelsections of shift register Memory.

Data paths are indicated by the arrows on the lef side and the arrows down

the middle of the memory sections. When the output ,regis rs select the data from the

input registers, a 258 layer memory loop is formed holding N . 258 edge words. This is

the mode for reading the smaller section a memory. When e output registers select the

data from the 1024 layer section of memory, a 1282 1 yer ,memory loop is formed,

holding N 1282 edge words. This is the mode where e large section of memory is

being read. Data outputting from the memory come fr m the output registers and data'

inputting to the memory enter the input registerreplaceitkre a that would have

come from the 256-layersection-Of memory.

During loading, data enter at bottom arid follow the data path of-the 1282
o

memory loop (i:e., to the top, then shifting downyard).

Notice the staggering of the edge data where ope data for an edge reside in two-

,s words of memory. During loading, edge data are not staggered. Upon completion of

loading, the left portions of all N banks are clocked once more, thereby producing the
4,

desired staggering. i4,
The. memory is cyclic so that there need not be any unused memory locations.

Also, the image generator 4itiunload its blocks of data each as they are foriped without

the need for buffers which hold the entire image.

Edges in each block are x ordered from left to right and upward as indicated in

block 1, where there are L1 edges and where L1 / N is an, integer. The first word of a

block must be in the .left bank of memory and the last word of a block must be in the

right bank of memory, the first word is flagged as such by a 76th bit, E, as shown in

blocks 1, 2, and K.
The definition of the "partial" x-ordering is that edge j must follow edge i if

edge j crossesille same scanline as edge i and edge j's x intercept is greater than that of
_)/

"The number of blocks is not limited to five, (actually six). Blocks containing as few as N edges
are allowed. 3 3_

tg.
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r

edge i. (Refer to Figure7 where edge 3 must follow edges 1, 2,,and 4, where edge 2 must

follow edge 1, but where edge 4 need not follow edges 1 and 2).

As' indicated by the data flow, there are two sources of input to the output

register and two sources of input to the input register. Normally, the output register is

selecting input from the input register forming a 258 . N word loop where the smaller

section of memory will be read wheneve'r memory and the two TTL registers are clocked.

On approximately 16 scanlines, the output register during a portion of scanline decode

period selects input from the larger section of memory forming a 1282 . N word loop

emphasized by the dashed arrows in Fig-in-es 16 through 19. These occasions when aI
\,
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Figure 17 At End of First Scanline Decoding Block i
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1282 .N ,word loo is selected and the larger section of memory is clacked along, with.

the smaller section of memory (i.e., when the larger section of memory is being read) are
.

either when ,,an en ire block of edges is being exchanged between the two sections of

memory or when N edges(one layer of wards of a block) must be exchanged in order to

':revitalize" the dynamic memory of the larger section of memory. The latter single layer

exchanges move data from the next block located in the larger section of memory, into

the smaller section of memory ahead, of the time it is needtd for decoding. Thus, the
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block of edges cycling in the smaller section of memory must be small enough to not be

shifted out by these early entries. Thus, function f in Equation 4 has included a term to

guarantee"he integrity of a block of data in the smaller section.

iemory is loaded, a memory loop flipflop has been set forcing the //

memory into a 1282-layer loop so that data passing tlfieugh the output register during

the next scanline,period is not from block 1, and likely not from all, of the first blodk

-----engountired (black 2 in Figure 16), because part of it will already have been mdved infg

the smaller section"of-rnemory. This is the only scanline decoding period where an entire

block of memory does not ti---1i-oi----h-.4.theoutput register, and should really be

considered a part of the loading cycle.

At the end of the first scanline period following loading, and at the end of all

other scanline decode periods, memory always appears as in Figures 17 or 190 where

Figure 19 differs from Figure 17 because of the "early reading" of portions of the next

block required to rejuvenate the dynamic memory. The last edge of the block of edges

just decoded is in the output registers at this time. The E flag of the first edge of th

next block is used to end the cyctling of the memory during a scanline decode period. I

invalid data happen to be in the memory, such that there is no flag set to mar

beginning of blocks, then the memory cycle is terminated after 260 memory cl ks. This

protects the smaller memory from excessive avetge clocking frequencies, a situation that

would destroy that memory.
The data from block i + 1 are always put behind the block i data in the smaller

section of memory and that the block i data have entered behind that of block ia- 1,

moseof which have been pushed out and around into the larger.secti 1:1 n of memory.

. Because the endof the 'data for block i + 1 which has entered prematurely is

snot marked by a flag, a 258 state alignment counter is held to a value of -I whenever

the larger loop is. clocked. Otherwise, this counter always increments along with the

clocking of the smaller section of memory (cycling through values 258, 7257, ... -1) so

that ..a count of -1 flags that the data between the two sections are "realigned," that is,

the end of block i + l's data in the smaller section of memory hav 'entered theottputP.
'.. register. Only when this counter is 7,1 is the larger section of memory alloped to be

_

selected and clocked.
\

If during a scanline decode period where block i is being de63ded the first edge

(marker edge). is detected as valid for the last time (K = 1), the memory loop flipflop is

set, otherwise it is reset. Thus, if at the beginning of a scan decode period the memory
'/ -/-

loop flipflop has been set or if 16 scanline decode periods have passed without reading

AO
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the larger section of memory, tilt larger loop wiii be read when the alignment counter\
has reached -1, either at th,e beginning of the scanline decode perio.d as in Figure 17 or

--further along as in Figure 18, where at the beginning of the scanline period memory

appeared as in Figure 19. That is, during a decode cycle requiring the decoding of block

i+ 1, most of which still resides in the larger section of memory, the small section of

mernory is read and decoded until the counter is -1., after which all fuitherreading is

from the larger memory. ,In other words'', at `the beginning .0f a cycle, the image in
,# tyr

memory appears as in Figure 19, and when the imagt appears as in Figure 18 where the/ . .. A,
counter is -1, the larger memory loopois read until the' image appears as in Figure 17

where sl + 1 is substituted fbr i. Similarly, dttring a decode cycle Auiring a single

revitalizing read of the large section of memory, the larger loop will be read for one/
memory cycle when the counter reafhes -1. ,

After the first memory, cycle clocking, the: contents of the output register

contain the X, G, S, B, and C data for the first set of N edges to be outputted where the

Y; H, F of these edges, has p sed through the Crossdetection circuitry producing AY, M,

F, and I data in the del
s

output registers. Normally, these first N edges belong to

either block i t 1 or block i 1, block i always residing near the top of the small section

of memory.oat this time. Thus, if this is a cycle where block i is to be decoded again, sets

of N edges are scanned by at peak rate,the memory controller flagging them as invalid to

the memory.bus, until a "first valid marker edge" in block i is detected. Only tliemarker

edge of block i will be detected as valid. t
When the flag -is detected, normal - crossing detection control of memory

clocking is activated so that each of; the- valid edges (those crossing the scanline) are

enabled onto the bus before memory is clocked again (using 4s). When a marker edge is

detected (valid or invalid) following a valid marker edge, or when 260'memoiy clocks

have occurred, the cycle ends. During scanline decode-periods when a new block of edges

is sought, the cycle ends Pon the first marker edge found whether or not a valid marker

edge has yet been encountered. The Atm ",overflow" counter which signals the end if no

marker edge is detected guarantees that the 256 shift register system does not clock in

excess of an average of 4 megacycles.

There should always be a valid scvline crossing of a marker, edge during a

decodipg cycle if the data have been properly formattpd. If clot, the memory loop
flipflop is set, forcing a new block to move down during the next scanline decode period.

This also permms the memory to quickly find the correct block after a loading cycle, no
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more than K (number of, blocks) scanline periods being .required to hit the right block'

Out to K blocks. However, the large,;section of-memory is not allowed to, be cycled more

than 64 times during a vertical trace period. This protects the larger.sltift register sfstem

from clocking at higher rates than their clock drivers can stand. Again, this protects

3 ,memory in cases of invalid or incorr. ect data residing in the larger section of memory

where each block moved down may not have any valid edges.

Further Discussions of Memory Operation
s. 1

Clocking of the memory occurs at multiples of a .134-nanosecond perio'd '(134

nanoseconds determined by the maximum frequency of the shift registers). During each

period of 134 nanosecondse of the N edOs read" into the output register's will be put

on the bus and flagged by the 1-bit V as valid or invalid. If among the N edges, P are

valid, then P x 134 nanoseconds will pass before memory is Clocked again. If' arnpng the

N edges none are valid, the edge from the right bank is placed on the'bus And flagged

as invalid.

During each scanline decode period the smaller section of

258 times and the larger section° of memory is clocked up tp 257

refresh purposes and up to 257 times if a rrew block of edges must be

After 258 memory' clocks, up to 256 valid edges and up to

1-116.1A-
.1

memory is clocked

times -'once if for

read., )
258-256 / N invalid

edges may have been placed upon the memory output bus. 4'hus, if all N valid edges

happen to be tpgether in only 256 /,N layers of memory, a minimum of 514-256 / N

clock periods of' 134 nanoseconds each is necessary to decode this worst case number and

distribution df valid edges within memory.

After each canline decode period: the small section .of memory contains the

,last block.of edges decoded. If a marker edge was detected As valid but not for the last

time during this last decode period, only the small section of memory is read during the-

next scanlirke decode period, the larger section of memory being read possibly once if it

has not been read for 16 scanline decode periods.

If after a scanline decode period a marker edge was detected as valid for° the

last time the smaller section of memory' is read until the data in the swill section ire

aligned with those in the largensection' of memol-y, after which the larger section of

memory is read, the larger section of memory clocking along with the smaller section

until the small section has been clocked possibly up to 258 ot e'en 260 tines, depending

upon the condition that ends the cycle e There are only two possihie reasons why no edge
.

crossings will be detected during a scanlirie decode period. Either the data in memory are

a
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invalid (because of- unknown memory state just after turn-on, because of a transmission
error, because of A data format error); or the data are valid but*the edges are not (no
crossings detected) because memory has not caught up to the beam y value.

.

TERMINACAIEMORY DECODER ..

t
The decoder consists of 4hree main components, an edge -to- segment decoder, a

.gment buffer; and a segrnerit-to-video decoder (see Figure 20). A segment is defined as,

I

-

's

From MainMain Memory
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_ V PC E
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C

the scanline interval between two adjacent edges. The parameters used to deTine a

segment are its width Ax, its coloi C, its normalized gradient of brightness g (10 bits),

and the smooth shading bit F (see Figure 21).

\

bi \bj

xi Segment Xi

\/ IA( A x. 1 \
edge i ed9F

\
Ax = xi xi

(hrlii) 211
[Ax/2]'2N

. N=# Let most zeros of 6 x upbto 9
[ A ic/2 j= 4pper 10 bits of Ox

g

Figure 21 Definition of a Segment .

Edge-to-Segment Deooder

.This,unit is a pipeline device with eight levels, the first level receiving edges from the

memory output data bus,,and the seventh and eighth outputting one or two segments to, -

the segment buffer for storage in a single word ot memory (see Figure 22).

The inputs to the decoder are the data on.the memory bus, < AY, M, X, S, B, G, C,

F, y >, and Pipe Clock Enable (PCE) as well as a 134 - nanosecond clock and buffer load

Cycle Reset pulse (CRS) from the communications contr011er, where CRS marks the end

of a buffer load cycle. The. pipe is clocked at multiples of 134 nanoseconds, enabled by

PCE from the meinor3fcontibller,
Levels 1 .through 6 convert edge data to segment dasta. Levels 7 and 8 buffer one or

two segments for storage in one \vord of the segment buffer. Two consecutive segments

must be stored together whenever the one on the left has a ix < 3 A flag, e, is stored in

each word of the segment buffer. If e, is 6, it means that- two segments are present, the

r. f
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't left one whose Ak < 3. Because this left-segment's Ax is less than or t qual to 3, only ,6,x0

(its low order bit in Ax), an 8-bit Ab, and a 12-bieC are required tci' slefine that segrnept.

The following right segment'is defined by an 11 -bit fix' a 3-bit N', a 10-bit g' a 1-bit F',

a 12-bit C, and a 1-bit "first word" marker, m'. An m = 1 flags the word (when read by

the video generator) as containing the first segment(s) of a scanline. A write enable,

Buffer Write Clock Enable(BWCE), is generated by level 6 whenever data are present

for storage.

Levels 1 and 2 (See Figure 23). Levels 1 and 2 generate the x and b intercepts for

each edge passing ,through. Two levels are required because the nitiltiplications involved

cannot be done in one clock period of134 nanoseconds. Level 1 receives as data input
a

AY (= y Y), M (ehtment for S), B, G, C, F, and,V (an edge validity bit). This
, .

level bufferg these data where ,AY . 2M is remembered rather thanAY and M individually

and produces as output intermediate prodticts.toward the solution for the intercepts.

Level 2 buffers the intermediate results and produces as output V (1 C
_ .

(-1-2 bits), F*(1 bit), x (11,bits), and b (7 bits) where:
2M-,11 S + X (rounded to an 11-bit integer) (Equation 5)

b = AY 2m-11- . G + B (rotthcled to`a 7-bit integer) (Equation 6)
_

. .

The ,134-nanosecond clock for these and folloWing levels is enabled by PCE.
74: . .

The pipe's clock, is inhibited, that is, PCE = 0, if the edge on the memory bus is inialid

and is from the block of edges required for decoding the scanline being worked on. That
- ,

is, an invalid edge will be placed upon the bus when all N edges entering the output

register from a valid block of edges happen not to cross the decoded scanline. By

inhibiting the ,Flocking of the pipe decoder for invalid e4dgeg" from a valid bloctr,

neighboring edges in the pipe will always be valid one's, will be in x order, and thus will

be organized so that the lower levels of the pipe can form segment data out of
A

neighborling edge data.

Until the first valid edge is placed upon the bus and after the last valid edge is

PlaCed upon the btis, the pipe is clocked at 134-nanosecond intervals independent of the

validity of the data, guaranteeing that the block qf valid edges that entered the pipe will

pass through the pipe. The last valid edge that enters the pipe during a decode period, is

followed by invalid data as it moves down the pipe. The segment to be genereed to

represent the canline to the right of this last valid edge will be forced in level 6 to have

a ,:',x (width) su-ficient to guarantee that the scanline video to the right of this last valid

edge's x intercept will extend all the way to the right on the screen. Of course, if this

t'

last edge is a smooth shaded edge (with F = 0), the video will be incorrect. In such a case
A
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. there should have .beeri one more valid .ecw, whose k intercept corresponds with the right

edge of The piCture (at x = 1A00).
$

For notation convenience, primed variables shall refer to those of the next

edge. Thus, for a scanline, if B refers to the brightness of an edge i, then B', B", and so

forth, refer to the :brightness of the next and following edges just to the right of edge i.,
Levels 3 and 4 (See Figure 24). Level 3 buffers the data from level 2. Level 4

buffers the data from level 3 and produces as output V, C, F, Ax (11 bits), and nb (8 bits,

7bit magnitude plus* a sign bit) where:

Ax = (x' is the x intercept of the following edge) (Equation 7)

Ab = b (b' is the b intercept of the next edge) (Equation 8);

Pipe Ctock
PC.

x" b" C"F"V"

C'F'V'

y x
Gate

Network

CRY

(14Bit Integer)

b

Gate
Network

V

b(8-Bit Integer) C,F,V
(Magnitude + sign)

To Level 5

Figure 24 Block Diagram of Levels 3 and 4

^
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A carry bit, CRY, vvhich,reducet A

now in level 5, ik less than. 2 (Al in

0 in level 4):

Level 5 (See Figure 25). Level

output' Ax, Ab, r (10 bits), F, C, V,

This level relays on Gb, F, C, and V.

2, Ax is set equal to 2 and CRY
reduced by one unit.

Thus, Ax, if not greater than 1, is forced equal to 2. The Ax for the following

edge will then be reduced by 1 and any remainder remembered in the "correction

register." If this next edge's Gx is then also too small, it too is set to 2, forcing still the

reduction of the next edge's Gx until some Gx can absorb the correction. Because edges

will be generated so as to be two units apart after x is truncated to 11 bits but before S

is truncated to 13 bits, the corrections to Ax in the pipe will never be required to move

an x intercept more than one unit in x and only when two neighboring edge x intercepts

happen to round off to a one-unit separation. Axs are forced to a minimum of two units

in order that the "segment -to -video decoder unit need not do register -to- register transfers

at clock intervals less than, 67 nanoseconds (equivalent to two .units in x along a scanline)

bufferin order dig _the segment buffer does not clock at intervals less than 134
nanoseconds.

Ab is in a magnitude-plus-sign form because it shall be used by a multiplier in a

following layer and because the segment to video crecoder requires that form.

O

1

x. by one in this level 4, is true if the previous Ax,

level 5 are forced up to a value of 2 if they are 1 or

5 buffers its input from level. 4 and prochices as

,Less Than Four (LTF), and Valid.Not Last (VNL).

LTF is true if Ax is less than four. If Ax is, less than

is generated, forcing the A x' of the next edge to be

segments

The 10-bit positive integer, r (no sign bit), is defined by the equation for F = 0

218 (rounded off to a 10-bit positiver
integer which is <512)[Ax/2i2N

(Equation 9)

where N is the number of consecutive leftmost zeros in Ax up to, nine and where [Ax/2]

is an integer formed by the upper 10 bits of the 11-bit integer Ax (i.e., truncate to an

integer, [ ], the number Ax/2).

For F = 1, r is set equal to 29, the value in the above equation where [Ax/2] =1.

Since r will be multiplied times Ab in the next levels (6 and 7) to form a brightness

gradient g, an r of 29 will guarantee Ab can be recovered from*i later in the segment- .

to-video decoder via a shift network rather than via an expensive divider network

(actually g = 22Ab when F = 1). Thus, for F = 1 cases, where g must not be used to alter
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the brightness (b) along* scanline over the segment's range in x until the end ofthe
segment, the brightness must jump by Gb. This will be discussed further when the

a segment-to-video decoder, is described. .

-The-variable ), is obtained by a Read Only Memory (ROM) (or Random Access

Memory, RAM) table. look -up. The function [Lx/2] behaves in such a way for each
increment in Ax, that a 256 11-bit word table can be employed, consisting of an 8-bit
"1/x" mantissa and 3 correction bits.

To use the table, first (up to 2 Os) are shifted out of TAx/2] if possible. Out

of the resultant number A(a9... aci) the upper eight bits (a9 a2) are used to look up
the value of 218

T 1 (Equation 10)V-P t a g . . . a2 1 11
1

This denominator differs from
2i.`

m
[Ax/2]

only in that two is reside in

the lower 2 bits. If al = a0 = 1, the correction bits are ignored and a 1 is aided (cancels

the -1 in Equation 10). If al = 1 and a0 = 0, the first correction bit plus 1 are added to
T. If al = 0 and a0 = 1, the first and second correction bits plus 1 are added to T. If
al = a2 = 0, all the correction bits plus 1 are added to T. Equation 10 employs a "- 1" in
order to make the 9th bit of T a 1 and the 10th bit 0 for all cases. Thus, the 9th and
10th bits of r need not be stored in the table. After corrections, a 10-bit integer results
whose maximurrt value 512.

When a RAIyI1 is employed, RAM Data (RD) can be written at address RA

(RAM Address) upon epabling (selecting)' RA with RU and strobing in the data with a
Write Pulse (WP). R , RU, RD, and WP are generated by the terrriinal control unit and

communication co troller. RA and RD are placed upon the memory input data bus on
these occasions./

Levels 6,.1, and 8 (See Figure 26). These last three levels obtain the brightness

gradient for each segment, buffering up to two segments for storage in a single word of
the segment buffer.

Level 6 receives as input V, Ax, r, Lb, C, F, VNL, LTF, and CRS, and buffers

all but VNL and CRS in a TTL register. If-VNL is true, the segment is valid and not last,
in which case Ax is not replaced by Axmax when buffered in the TTL register. (See the
select network in Figure 26.)

where:

A multiplier network distributed in laFel 6 and evel 7 forms the product

g = 06 . r . 2-7 ( ± 112) (Equation 11)
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a 10-bit signed (magnitude plus sign) .integer that is rounded off to the nearest integer.

The number' N of consecutive leftmost Os up to 9 in Ax is formed by a gate network.
Both gi and N, along with V, /Ix, C, and F are buffered in level 7 where a ripple carry
can be completed in the formation of g, and where a segment can reside during a write

cycle of the segment buffer.

Normally, segments with tlx>4 are stored in the segment buffer while in

level 7. Lf a segment's Gx<3 and that segment follows a segment stored while in level 7,

the storage clock enabling signal e is held false so that.when that segment enters level 7's

TTL register, it will riot be stored until it reaches level 8.

Leyel 8, which buffers G x0, ib (equal to g C, and e for a segment. The

variables e aricl'Axo are sufficient to define and to flag the segment as valid. That is,

if e = 1, in level 8, it means it had been stored in level 7; therefore, it is not valid in 8. If

the following segment, in level 7 is being stored, the data in leVel 8 thus will' be flagged as

invalid (i.e., already stored). If e = 0 in level 8, it means Ax was less than 4, that is,

Gx = 2 or 3, in which case LIxo (the low-order bit of Llx) is sufficient to define Llx.

Because a segment with a ..'lx<3 has [Ax/2] = 1, no smooth shading through intermediate-

brightnesses is necessary. Thus F is not needed.

- The Buffer Write Enable e is "anded'i with PCE and Buffer Not Full (BNF) to

form BWCE which causes the segment buffer#to store the -word. PCE is required so that
each segment is stored only once. BNF is required to prevent overflow in the segment

buffer in cases where more than 256 edges are decoded (error in image definition). Each

time a)word is stored in the segment buffei, a counter is incremented.(from -1, then to
256; -255255 ... to -1). Initially this courier is at" -1 (forced to -1 by CRS at the

beginning of the buffer load cycle) or having been left at -1 during the previous load

cycle during which 256 "writes" were made. Often, there is not enough time and/or edge

crossings during a load cycle to write 256 words into the buffer (thus leaving the counter
or.

below -1): BNF goet false if the-counter =- 1 and the segment is not the first valid one

encountered during a load cycle. The first valid segment where m = 1-from level 6 forces

BNF true -in spite of the -I value, resetting the ,counter to -whereilkwhere it will be
incremented by following valid data. If the first valid segment has a Ax<3, even though

BNF goes true, e does not, preventing the storage of this segment while in level 7. In

such cases, m is set to 1 for the next segment also. Thus; when the pair of segments is

stored, m will be 1 in the first word to enter the segment buffer (aiof 0 will guarantee

that e is 1 during the next clock period).
a 51
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A segment is detected as "first" if it is validIV = 1) and the previous segment

was invalid (V = 0) . V" in the diagram). The memory controller 's dejgned to set V

equal to zero for all but valid edges except if none are encounter . That is, if it happens

that no valid edges (including the marker' edge) are detectecj during a scanline decode

period, the last invalid segment is flagged as valid, in order that the segment buffer will

store a word with m = 1. This is necessary in order that the segment to video decoder

unit can find the first segment in the buffer when less than 256 words are loaded into

the buffer.

When V = 0 and PCE is 1 following the block of valid segments that have

passed down the decoder through level 7, BWCE is held high until (a) the buffer fills with

-"nulls" or (b) the load cycle times out. A "null" is simply that which follows segments

that define the Visible scanline. In cases where two valid segments enter each word of the

segment buffer, only t128 words will have been written in, yet another 128 shifts are

required to move the Segment data to the output of the shift register buffer. Thus, it is

necessary to Use up any remaining cycles of the load cycle (40 of them) to move these

data forward as far as possible, minimizing the number of shifts that must be done by

the buffer to video decoder during the horizontal retrace period before an m = 1 is

detected and the visible trace begins.
A

When one-half of the segment buffer (which is actually a pair of ping-pong

buffers) is switched over to the video decoder at the encl'of a load cycle,rn is forced low

to that half of the ping-pong buffer so that when an m = 1 is loaded into the other half

df1 the buffer, it does not enter the first half also. This "extra" m = 1, if not shifted out

during a load Cycle which "times out" because several segments are paired into cycle
,*-

words, would lock the Video decoder onto the wrong "first word."

It should be remembered that for segments entering level 8 as valid,

2-2 . g = Ob (since- [Ax/2] = 1), and that segments where F = 1 have g = Ab.22 also Vat

is, Ab is upper 8 bits of 10-bit gs).

Segment Buffer

The segment buffer consists of two ping-pong shift register buffers feeding one

output register. The 60-bit data word from levels 7 and 8 is fed to both buffers. During a

scanline decode period, one buffer is loaded while the other is unloaded through the

output register, the roles of each buffer alterndtirtg every scan period._ The buffer being

loaded is clOcked (shifted) at the end' of the 134-nanosecond period when BWCE = 1. The

buffer being unlotcled is under the control of the segment-to-video decoder yet to be

described. However, m to a buffer being unloaded is held to 0 to guarantee no false

"first" Segments enter. 5.2
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At the beginning of a load, cycle which begins six clock periods (6 .134
nanoseconds) after a scanline decode period because of the delay, for a new set of
segments to pass down the pipe, the counter in level 6 already has been reset (br,.CRS)

and a buffer load/tbnload select flipflop (BA) has'just been switched to the opposite sate.

Each word written into the segment buffer causes the counter in level 6 to be
incremented (enabled by BWCE). After the last`valid segment is dropped in levels 7 or 8

(i.e., following Vs = BWCE remains high (so that the buffer will be clocked steadily at

peak rate 134-nanoseconds interval) until either it fills (counter has cycled) or it is time

for a new load cycle. At theend of a load-unload cycle, the roles of the two buffers

are interchanged.

The segment-to-video decoder via Buffer Read Clock Enable (BRCE) clocks the

buffer (to be unloaded) once and if m = 0 in the buffer output register continues to

clock the buffer until the marker bit, m, is detected as equal to 1 indicating that the data

in the buffer have been shifted forward and now reside in the output register of the

buffer. During this "search" clocking, m entering the buffer is forced to 0 (see
Figure 27). If, as a worst case, two valid segments, fbr instance, were loaded into each

word for a total of 128 words of the buffer, and if there was not sufficient time for

clocking the buffer another 128 times before a new load cycle, the segment data in the

buffer to be unloaded will not have been shifted ,forward to the Output of the shift
register buffer. Thus, this partially loaded buffer must be clockqd by2he videO decoder

unit until the first valid segment has been loaded into the output register. The video

decoder takes over the control of a buffer at the beginning of a horizontal retrace period

and this has time to shift forward the data.

The main memory requires 450 clock cycles (for N = 4 afintervals of 134 nano-
.

seconds), so that the segment buffer will require 450 clock cycles to elapse during a load

cycle before it can begin to shift forward its contents. An additional 40 clock cycles for

a scanline decode period will guarantee that at least 128 + 40 (or 168). words have

entered the buffer by the time the unload cycle ends. Thus, during retrace time, the

buffer will have to be shifted by-`- -the video decoder at the most, only 256-168 or 88

times +2 more in order. to get data into buffer output registers. Thus, at 134-rianosecond

clock rate, 90 x 134 = 12.1 microseconds are required. Because the visible trace time is

400 cloak periods and the scan period has to be equal to a multiple of 5 (for a 5:1
interlace), the trace period of 90 is used to bring the scan period to 490 (i.e., 98 x 5).

Thus, the retrace time is 12.1 microseconds (90 x 134 nanoseconds). The visible scan

period is that required to output 1600 points or 400 times 134 nanoseconds, which
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Figure 27 , Block Diagram of Segment Buffer
, I,

comes to 53.6 microseconds for a total scanline period of 53.6 + 12.1 or 65.7, that is,

400 + 90 clock cycles of which 490 clock cycles are required to decode the data.

A marker segment (generated out of marker edge) should be the first edge to enter

the segment buffer. Its ib assuines`B = 0 on its left. Thus, its Alp will be equal to the B

of the next edge down the pipe.

A scanline period of 65.7 microseconds is, for all practical purposes, the same as
.

that for commercial TV (which is around 64 microseconds). Thus, the display monitor

will remain compatible with commercial TV input (s, Figure 28.)

Segment-toVideo Decoder

There are four major registers in the video decoder. They are the Color Output

Register (CR), and Brightness Register (BR.), the Brightness Increment Register (BIR),

5 4
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and a Ax Couriting Register, DXIt "(see Figure 29)'. In addition to these registers, there is
a set of registers in each Digital to Analogue (LA) converter network. However,, these need

, not be considered here.

Most of the data for a segment resides in the BIR, CR, and .DXR registers for

exactly [Ax/2] clock periods, all of which are 67 nanoseconds, long except the last

period, which must be 100.5 nanoseconds long if Ax is odd (see Figure 30)." F', e,
alco and Ax' 0 are left in'the Segment Buffer Output Register (SBOR). The BIR is lOaded

either $(a) with g' approximately .shifted by N' and high order bits of Ax' (N' is held to
bits with high bits of Ax' used to derive the 4th bit later), or (b) with Ab .2Z of a left
(narrow) segment. The contents of the BIR are used to increment the brightness register,

whose upper 7 bits define the brightness of the video to be sent to the monitor. Both the

-;

brightness and btightness increment registers are 18 bits wide.

,For right segments, if F is 0, the contents of the BIR 'are added to that of the B
register, the updated B being clocked back into the B register at the end of each of the
[Ax'/2] clock periods (see Figure 30).,

F is 1 if for the right segment the contents of the BIR (Where g' -=22.6.1a') are added

to the contents of the eregister, the updated B being clocked back into the B register
only at the end of the, last clock period of a segment's decoding (see, in Figure 30, the
interval between X3 +X4)

For left segments the contents of the BIR (containing Ab) are added to that of the
I

B register, the 'updated B being clocked back pinto the B register ,at the end of the one
and only one clock period over which that segment is valid (remember only segments
with Ax or 3 will be left segments where [Ax/2] =1 (see, in Figure 30, the interval
between X X3). When new segment data are loaded into the BIR, DXR, and CR

registers, the n register is loaded with its input truncated to' an 8-bit number, the lower
of the 8 bits, being set to 1 and the remaining 10 bits being set.to 0. This prevents the
accumulation of round-off errors stemming from the generation and truncation of g to a
10-bit number, and effectively rounds off the output 7 bits of B to the nearest integer.

The DXR register is loaded with [Ax'/2] data only fromAlie right segment, the only
segment that can have a Ax>3. After having been loaded from the right segment, this
counter "'counts down and; as it approaches 0, enables various clocks. For example, the
segment buffer memory Is read (clockedl always at the beginning of the last 67- or
100.5-nanosecOnd period over which the right segment is valid.

1

'The extended clock period occurs in the last period, during which a segment's data are in the
registers of the DA units.
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Fig+ 30 Brightness Decoding

For an odd Lx, the clock intervals of 67, nanoseconds will be extended to 100.5

nanoseconds by the video decoder controller 'during the last clock period where segments'

data resides in the DA converter registers.

A controller section of the video 'decoder contains a register used for load selecting

and .clock enabling of the other registers.
of

The outputs of the BR and CR registers pass through' four ,D-A converters (With

hold registers) where the analog outputi dire. added together by simple resistor networks,

as shown in Figure 29. The three color video signals (red, blue, and green) are fed' onto
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the color monitor through coax drivers. Sync is obtained directly from the terminals

communication controller unit, which supplies the basic timing 'and control signals for
ru,n and load modes.and

BRIGHTNESS DECODE ERROR ANALYSIS

Bedause segment data use a gradient approach that could accumulate truncation
errors if insufficient bits are employed, an error analysis is carried out next.

The formulation presented in describing the terminal always treated,data as integers.

Thus, various. powers of 2 were injected into the various equations. This was done to
simplify this error analysis.

Substituting Equation 9 in Equation 11, it follows that:

Ab2+11
g = Ab r . 2- 7 + 1/2 - , ± Ab2- 8 ± 1/2 (Equation 12)[Ax/212"

But BIR is g .2N.

Thus, when BR is truncated to BQ + 1/2 (assuming radix point to the right of the 7

most significant bits in BR), the following change in brightness, Lib, after [Ax/2]
brightness update results;

a

where:

db p.1-1 N2 -11
2

= [0x/2] 2N-11 Ab211
[Ax/2]2N Ab2-8±- 1/2

± [*1 2N- 19 AL, ± pi_ci 2N-12

= Ab ± e

e

Since [icA
follows that .

e <(210_ 1)2 -19, [(217, _ 1) + 27]

< (218 + 1 _ 28 - 210), 2-19

< 1 9

(0+27)
L2

210 _ 1 (a 10-bit integer) and Ab <2

5.9
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The 18-bit BR can resolve to 2' 11. Thus, BR just '6efore truncation will contain'

BQ + 1/2+ 0b ± e where e < 1/2 1/29 (Equation 14)

It follows that the maximum possible contents at truncation will be BQ b + (1 1/29),

ivhich,,trunc,ates BQ + Ab, and the minimum possible contents will be BQ + Ab + 1/29,

which also tipncates + .fib. Thus, via the truncation technique employed, each

edge's brightness intercept is restored at the beginning of the associated segment's arrival

in BR.

COLOR MONITORS

A video amplifier rise time of about 70 nanoseconds is required to follow the

output of the D/A networks of the terminal decoder. This can be accomplished within a

Sony commercial color TV set by (a) reducing the value of the video output resistors to

2K ohms, and (b) either lowering the supply voltage to 75 volts or using higher power

_transistors.'

Since p/A outputs are the log functions of the required red, blue, and green video

signals thaerhust be fed to the color picture tube, each of the three video amplifiers musts

be preceded b an antilog amplifier.

An antilo circuit with output response time of 60 nanoseconds can be realized by

'using the log caracteristics of a transistor. However, a slow responding biasing feedback

network is nece ary in order to stabilize the amplifiers over the varying temperatures

produced by th varying video signal levels. This feedback (via biasing the antilog

transistor) clamps he ,cilor signal output on an antilog amplifier during horizontal retrace

time to a fixed_ lev'fl,:tbis feedback bias is additive with respect to the log color input so

that the effect of the feedback is to set and to stabilize the contrast of the image on the

face of the monitors CRT. The brightness control serves to add a constant'to the final

color video signals. A contrast control is obtained by letting it control the clamping level

during retrace time. I

Both horizontal \sync and vertical sync are fed directly into the appropriate laces

disabling the internal sources of sync within the TV monitor.

No attempt has keen made to code the sync and color onto a single wire.: ny

techniques are available and can be employed when and if necessary.

Identification of products in this report is for research documentation purposes only, this listing
does not constitute an offidial endorsement by either HumRRO or the Departments of the Army.
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/
COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER ,

The communication controller consists of three major units: a coax receiver unit, a
,...

timing generator unit, and a terminal load control unit (see Figure 31). The coax receiver

(a) derives both clock and data sync out of the synchronous data bit train which is sent

over coax from the central system, and (b) produce§ as output an 80-bit data word to the

terminal load control unit.

Timing
Generator Clock/Timing Bus

Input
Bus

Coax Terminal
Data/Control Bus

Receiver Load

Control

MI

Figure 31 The Coinmunication Controller

The terminal load control unit decodes the 80-bit words from the coax receiver as
c"'commands or edge data (or as RAM data) and produces as 9ulput to the terminals' input

bus (data/timing/control bus) the appropriate signals required- to load or modify the

terminals' memories. A normal load sequence consists of an attention command, followed

by address and data commands, then an end attention command.

The timing generator unit generates a 34-nanosecond clock from which it derives all

terminal clocks and timing signals including horizontal sync and vertical sync for a 5-to-1

interlacedraster scan, with a frame rate of 112/sec and a field rate of 60/see (a frame is

made up of,5 fields).

Coax Receiver A

Synchronous transmission is employed, using pulse width modulation. An 84-bit

word is required-1 bit for sync, 2 bits for communication control, 1 bit for parity, aid

80 bits for commands or edge data. This is illustrated in Figure 32.

When no valid data are being sent down the coax, a null word is sent. It consists of

a sync bit followed by at least two-Os (command bits to the communication controller,

not to the terminal). lk the parity bit and the following 80 data bits in a null word are

also set to zero, the coax receiver derives sync information frOm the pulse train by

locking onto the sync pulse following 83 consecutive Os. The coax receiver is shown in

Figu're 33. '61
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t

Figure 32 Coax Data Format
--p.

OP

Each bit transmit consists of a high of r units followed by a low of T units,

followed `by the data bit o 2r units. The negative transitions in the pulse traih derayea
..----

by 2r units serves as the clock for circuits which (a) sample the data train (see

Figure 33), (b) derive sync information, and (c) convert serial data to parallel data.

The clock derived from the data train increments both a sync counter and a data,,bit

Counter, both cycling through 84-states.

The sync counter is always reset to -84 if a nonzero bit is detected.,This counter

will reach -1 only if 83 consecutive zeroshave been detected. A "1" data bit "anded"
t

with the -1 from the sync counter serves to synchronize the data bit counter to the sync

,pulse that follows the 83 -zeros.
fr '

The-data bit counter generates timing information flagging, the end of every 4th r
1 k

in the 84-bit word and the end of every 16th bit in the latter 80-bit portion of the

84-bit word. ;

Data are shifted into a 4-bit register on the data-bit clock. Enabled by the "4th bit"

flag, these 4 data bits are loaded in parallel into a 3- by 4-bit shift register. The 4-bit

register and the 3- by 4-bit shift register hold a 16-bit word that is unloaded into a 5- by

16-bit shift register at the-end of every 16th bit in the 80-bit data word.

The first 4 bits in an 84-bit word are decoded when the first 4 have entered the

4-bit shift register. These 4 bits are used to determine whether an alert flipflop EV

should be set after the following 80 bits have been loaded into the 5- by 16 buffer. Thy-

load control unit must accept the 80 bits of data within 20 bit times (the time until the\

first 16 bits from the next edge data or command words must be loaded into the 5- by

16-bit buffer).

If a null command is detected, EV will not be set and the data entering the 80-bit

buffer will not be sent on to the load control unit.
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Figure 34 Coax Pulse Code

Fof ,a 100 -106-1;it-per-second transmission rate, r = 2.5 nanoseconds. The "front

end" of the receiver described above (network feeding the 5- by 16-bit buffer) is able to

run up to 6.106 baud, limitea by the one-shot FF acting as a 2r delay. Replacing that

device with a delay line permits the circuit to run up to 30.106 batid. In order to achieve

100.106 baud, ECL devices must be employed, although the approach is similar.

Introduction to Terminal Commands

The terminal has a Layer Address Register (TLAR) but not a Bank Address Register

(TBAR) since banks are clocked (read) in unison when an image is decoded.

D g emory updating by the commikication controller, banks may be loaded

ind,ivid ly as well as .a layer at a time the latter in. cases where memory is being

cleared). Thus,- the controller contains a register TBAR serving as a terminal's bank

address egister during loading. Together, during loading TLAR in a terminal and TBAR

in the controller point to the memory location that will be altered if the appropriate

control lines are activated with an edge word on the terminals' input data bus.

Command 'words appear as ip Figure 35. There 'are basically three types of

commands: (a) those that begin or end a load sequence and/or seek absoltfte or relative

addresses' find /or clear a portion of memory; (b) those that write an edge woad or skip by

a single memory location; and (c) a command that loads a, "look up" RAM in the

decoder portion of the terminal.

"Address seek" commands have a Layer Address (LA), Bank Address (BA) and a

layer relative address, DA. The communication controller enables clocks to a layer of

memory and places LA on the terminal's input data bus so that the terminal can, inhibit

4
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Figure 35 - General.Command Words

the advancing of memory if TLA (contents of its TLAR) equals LA during the DA clock
'periods when memory is advanced a layer at a time.

Thus, if relative addressing is desired, LA is made an impossible address, DA serving

as the relative address. If absolute addressing is desired, DA is made large enough so that

TLA reaches LA before DA counts down.

This technique eliminates; during loading, the need' to receive data from any

terminal, thereby simplifying the communication controller. Also, it permits seeking an

address within a dynainic shift register memory system which must be clocked at least
every 100 microseconds, yet whose present memory address is unknown. That, is, to give

a command to "seek an address can require over 200 microseconds before TLA=LA, yet,

depending upon the initial value of TLA, LA may be reached immediately, leaving 200

microsecondb until memory is clocked again.

Since tht central system may be-located miles away on the other end of a coax,
there is no time to relay back 'to it that the terminal has reached the desired address. -
Thus, the central system must wait the worst case delay which is around 200 micro-

seconds, a time which is short compared to the 5 milliseconds required to transmit 5,000

edges over a 100.106 baud line, but large compared to the maximum memory clock
interval of 100 microseconds.

In order to hold the memory .clock interval to under 100 microseconds on seek
commands where TLA is not known by the central system, a sequence of n (3 or 4)

7
address seek commands must be utilized, each employing a DA of under 750 (750 x 134
nanosec -rids = ti 100 microseconds), the nth command addressing LA, the n-lth command

essing LA-1the first command addressing LA - n + 1.

5
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60
Obviously, once TLA is known, commands with any 1-,)A are permitted, the central

system timing itself (and sending null words down the coax) to guarantee the terminal

will reach the desired address just ahead of the next data command.

The attention command uses an argument Terminal NAme (TN) to put terminal TN

into the goad mode, the mode where its memory is under control of the communication

controller. Number of Banks (NB) is an argument that is necessary to tell the controller

hoW many banks of memory terminal TN has (in cases where Nnumber of banks) varies

among terminals. NB is used by the controller to cycle TBAR through the N bank

address (addresses 0 N- 1 = NB) for banks 1 through N.

To simplify edge data transmission and/or the communications controller, the

"attention" and "end attention" commands respectively unstagger and restagger the data

in a terminal. Bits e and s in these commands are used for this purpose. The variable e, if

set, forces a, stagger or unstagger (specified by s) to be done after DA memory loadings.

DA must be greater than 258 for unstaggering, since the smaller section of memory may

not be aligned with the larger section of memory when the terminal enters load mode.

The variable w, if set, causes edge or nuirdata to enter memort as it is clocked. For

instance, clear memory commands are no more than seek commands that alter memory

as it is shifted

Detailed Command De'scriptions

Figure 36 illustrates the detailed command descriptions that are discussed in this

section.

Attention, New Image '(ANI). This command puts terminal TN into load modeand

specified NB(one less than the number of banks) for that terminal. This command zeros

TLAR and resets the alignment counter. In load mode and with the above counter reset,

memory will act as a 1282 N-word shift register. ,

Following this command, 1282 x N edges or nulls must be written, obeying the

blocking data format. .4

This command does not have to unstagger, memory because the memory's old

contents are not saved. /

Attention, Modify Image (AMI). This command puts terminal TN in,load mode and

resets its TBAR to zero. It does not reset the realignment counter since portions of the

memory contents must not be altered or reordered.

DA of this command must exceed 257 to guarantee the small section of
memory is clocked around until alignnent occurs and the laiger memory loop is formed.
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Following alignment, memory operates'as a 1282 N-word shift register, with TLAR incre-

menting along with memory. The TLA and LA comparison is inhibited until alignment

occurs, so that a chance TLA = LA before alignment will not inhibit the clocking of the

small section of memory.
41

BA = 0 because unstaggering requires that TBA = 0.

After an AMI command, SEA (SEek Address) commands must follow for
reasons indicated ih a preceding section.

SEek' Address .(SEA). This command moves,memory forwaid until TBA = BA and

either TLA = LA or LA is incremented DA times.

If the initial conients of TBAR are not 0 and DA 0, memory is clocked one
)bank at a time ( ng at bank TBA + 1), (TBA throup V-1 for banks 1 through N

respectively) until TBA = 0, Then all N bank§ are clocked together until TLA = LA or

TLA.hasadvanced by DA (mod& 1282).

After DA layer clock enables (the enables following TtA = LA being. ignored

by the terminal), the banks are clocked individually until TBA = BA.

If DA = 0, BA must be greater than or equal to TBA fol. a 'meaningful result.

DA is not constrained in this command when TLA is known -(because or a previous

command) since the central system can predict accurately when to send the next
command which mint be within 100 microseconds from the time the terminal actually

..reaches the - last address of the last command. %Thus, only the, SEA commands just

following an AMI command must have DA < 750.

Clear Sub7Block (CSB). This command differs froM an SEA command ir; that it

writes in "null" edge data at all addresses between, the starting address (contents of

TLAR and TBAR) up to but not including the address of the Co?tnmand LA,BA.

ENd Attention (ENAI. This command is permitted to do a seek to an address with

BA = 0. After reaching this address, memory is staggered and the terminal taken out of

load mode (i.e., put back into display mode).

Write Edge' Word (WEW): This command stores an edge word at: the address TLA,

TBA and increments the address by -1 (TBA is incremented by 1 modulo NB + 1, and

TLA Is incremented one .(module 1282) when TBA advances to zero).

-Clear EdgeWord (CEW): Same as WEW command, except a null edge is written in,

that is, an edge that will never be detected as crossing scan fines I through 1313.,

6
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8kifi;Edge Word (SEW).-Same as WEW command, except memory contents ara not
altered, that is, address incremented by 1 is it's only effect.

Term/nil Load Control Unit
.;

This pdrtion Crf the communication controller, accepts an 80-bit, command edge data.
word from the coax receiver' and initiates a decode cycle whose length varies from 2,,.

clock periods (each 1'34 nanoseconds) to ,more than liA clock periods (for address. , c:Pseeking commands)*.-

-., 'Referring to Figure' 37,_ when EV is seised "high" on a 67 clOck, a-VA flipflop is
set which reset.; EV and enables the strobing of the 80-bit input into an 80 -hit bug
register. This 80-hit register has a portion that can act *o as a counter where DA can be......_- .
decremented (DA iherernorited). ,.

The 4304;it'bos-yegitter-obtriuts directly to the input data bits for all terminals served,

by a single' communication controller (tip to 2,000 terminals when intermediate bus
. -

driver gates are added). 4,

When this register is loaded with bits

bits are also loaded into the 4-bit Number qf Ban

zero. Whenever TBA BNB, the next state `of TBA (i:1--1-1113A is incremented by
tone modulo N 1).

=4:177 = 1, (attention commands) the NB

li,egister (NBR) and TEAR is et to

A load con

register and genet-

the control signals
. .

partithlar, an' attenti n

(TAE) to gO irne for

which.has been placed u

entering the load mode.

the remaining control

If the ANI command were given, Reset Connterk(RSCN) control

of network decodes ,the upper 5 bits of the command in the 80-bit bus
tes a' sequence of control or clock enables to 'the terminals. Most of..

ignored by a terminal until it is put in the load mode. In
command in'the bus register causes, Terminal.Address Enable

ne:: clock period (134 nanoseconds). All terminals look at TN,.
on.the input bus; Only terminal TN sets its LD flip flop:thereby

ly when ajerminal has its LD flipflop set, does it respond to

c

line is raised' (when
TAE falls) so that the addressed terminal will reset s TLAR tind its alignment counter.

*. This alignMent counter is reset ,so that the _large 1282 memory, loop will be fOrmed
independent of the state that the smaller. section of memory was in.

'When the terminal enters load mode: the clock enable lines to-Its_N banks are
switched over to the clock enable lines from the terminal load cobtrol unit, lines, ERCI

, through ERCN.
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During address seeking, either one,or all of these lines are raised. Whenever bank N

enable line is'irais4:TLARin the terminal increments along with the clocking of the Nth

bank (or all N banks).,This is the same time that TBAR resets to zero in the controller.

The control signal SRCH is activated address seek command until DA is
decremented to zero. The terminal requires SRCH to be "true" before it will let the

condition LA = TLA inhibit clocking of memory even though ERCI - ERCN are true.

In address seek commands DA in the bus register is decremented every time all N

banks are clocked.°

A control signal SIBUS is "true" if the command. has w = 1 (command bit d78):

``This SIBUS = 1 forces the addressed terminal to accept data into its memory input

isters from the input bus rather than from a shift register. Thus, memory will be
en into as memory is clocked.

the
I

end of an AMI command when DA has decsremente'd to 0 a control line DL

is raised or two clock periods,and all N clock .eriable.lings(ERCn) are raised for the first

of those tw clock periods. This sequence clocks Only the right 52,-bit portion of all the

76-bit-wide ba of memory. The effect, of this sequence is to unstagger memory. DL

must be held high two units of time because the disabling of the left 24 bits is done on
-

the actual cickk to the\ banks, not its enables. This clock extends in time into the period

following its enable. Because the alignment counter is probably not reset at the beginning

of an 'AMI command, DA must exceed 257.

An End Attention command (ENA) acts as a seek command to an address with

BA = 0. Because e = s =1 in the control bits of this command, rhemorywill be staggered

after the address is reached. This occurs when DR iAtreld true for two units pf time with

ERCI through ERCN held high for the first -,of those periods, DR, disables the ,clock to

the right 52 bits of all N banks so that staggering results. '

The terminal, upon receiving DR =1 and ERCN = 0, resets its Load (LD) flipflop,

ending the load mode.

For WEW, CEW, and SEW commands, only one of the ERCN lines are raised,

causing (a), memory to advance one edge word, and (b) the edge word on the input bas---,

to be written into only one bank (for a WEW or a CEW command only).

A Clear.Sub-Block Command (CSB)sacts as a SEA command exc4)t SIBUS is held.;

high during the enabling of the ERCI through ERCN lines.
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TIMING GENEAATOR

This unit generates for each scanline pulses i3G, BG-1, BGE, HRP, SRC, and
SRC + 1, used by the terminals for timing purposes (see Figure 38).

Also generated is the y value (Y10, Y9,. YO) of the scanline, which increment§

by five between scanline decode periods or which resets to an integer between 1and 5 if
an end of field (verl scan) is detected. Figure 38 'shows the sequence of ; v4lues for
each field.

field = Scanlines

1 1, 6, 11, 1311 262

2 3, 8, 13 . 1313 262

3 510, 15 1310 261

4 2. 7, 12 .1312 262

5 4, 9, 14 1309 261

Figure 38 Interlace Specifications

Also generated are horizontal and vertical sync (HSYNC and VSYNC), a
67nanosecond clock and a 134-nanosecond clock enable, .

The timing signals are derived from several counters. One counter counts to 98 in
98 x 134 nanoseconds signaling the end of a 1/5 scanline period and enabling a second

and third counter. The second counter counts to 5, signaling the end of a scanline. The

third counter counts to 1313, signaling the7fid of a vertical trace period (field). Because

1315/5 is 262 3/5, a 5 to 1 interlace results. Horizontal sync is derived from the first and

second counter. Vertical sync it deriVed from the first and third counter.

A fourth "field counter" is employed which holds the initial value for y at the
beginning of a field and %hich is used to reset the y counter between fields. Because

three fields consist of 262 scanlines and two fields consist of 261 scanlines, a fifth
counter is employed to (a) count to 261 or 262, and (b) enable the re'setting of the y
register when end counts are reached. This counter increments at the end of the fourth
fifth of a scanline (near end of visible scanlineperiod).
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